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WHY MONEY IS SCARCE IN THE SOUTHWEST.

Boston, April 9, 1895.

John C. Penn, Esq., Georgetown, Texas.

Dear Sir. —I have as much knowledge about Texas as most men who have not visited that State.
I have long since made a study of the resources of Texas and have written a good deal about the
State. All that you say is true. There is a great field for investment. Your railway system is totally
inadequate. You have immense resources in minerals and timber hardly yet touched, and there
is, as you state, an enormous amount of idle capital here and in Europe. In Europe there is a great
amount of capital which the owners are eager to send here for safe investment in view of the
pending disturbances on the continent; but one thing you lack, and that is fatal. Your public men
discredit your State by advocating the free coinage of silver of equal debt paying power of gold. What
idiots our capitalists would be to risk their capital under such conditions? They are not fools and
they prefer three per cent. on a gold basis with safety and integrity at home, as they do in England,
rather than to take the chances of being paid off in debased currency. I cannot give you the name of
a single person here who would risk a dollar of investment in any obligation secured by mortgage or
bond in Texas unless it were absolutely specified that the debt would be paid in so many grains or
pennyweights of gold. If anybody comes to me to advise, as many people have, on such investments,
my advice is, “Do not trust a single person, firm or corporation on bond or mortgages in any State
which tolerates public men voting for the free coinage of silver under existing conditions.” I think you
are beginning to realize the cause of your own discredit and with the increasing prosperity since the
brave and courageous act of President Cleveland in maintaining the honor and credit of the country,
and maintaining the unit of value, we shall presently have such activity in business as to convince
even the dullest mind that on that line is the only safety. When your people begin to show a true
comprehension on this point I do not think you will have any trouble in borrowing all the capital
you need on a six per cent. basis or even less, but at present not a dollar except at such a rate of
interest as will serve for a sinking fund or margin to protect the lender against the danger which I
have pictured. Yours very truly,

EDWARD ATKINSON. ( Over. )

THE DOG IN THE MANGER.
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Which Will You Have, Horse or Dog? ( Over. )
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SILVER AND THE DOOM OF WAGES.

Last year Sir Henry Meysey-Thompson, a silver man, as he would be called here, a convinced believer
that the commercial depression in countries like England, Germany and the United States is due to
the rise in the value of gold which they use as currency, while silver continues to be used by their
Oriental rivals, offered a prize for the best paper discussing these topics. The prize was awarded to
the paper submitted by the British Consul at Shanghai, Mr. George Jamieson, and we have a copy of
it which has been printed this year, with other documents. The proposition it maintains is this:

As gold has risen in value, the price of commodities in gold countries has steadily fallen. But, though
silver has fallen in gold price, the prices of commodities in silver countries have remained nearly
unchanged. Rents and taxes, and more particularly wages, are the last to vary with the variation in
prices; and hence wages in gold countries, in the United States and England, for example, remaining
the same in figures, have practically risen while wages in the silver countries are still unchanged. The
result has been that the Western manufacturer has squeezed out his profits with greater and greater
difficulty, and the Oriental manufacturer has had an advantage over him.

“If the value of gold,” says Sir Henry Meysey-Thompson, “is to continue to rise, the ultimate
consequence must be the banishment of all our great manufacturing industries from England to find
a home in the silver-using countries of the East and elsewhere.” “Wages in gold-using countries,” says
Mr. Jamieson, “have, through the appreciation of gold, become a hundred per cent. dearer than they
were relatively to silver wages,” and the manufacturer in the silver-standard countries can “obtain his
labor at half the cost relatively to gold wages which he formerly paid.” Hence, “while old established
industries in England are in many cases barely paying expenses, new and rival industries in the East
are springing up broadcast, and, in spite of inexperience and extravagance of management, are
paying handsome returns to their owners.” The report of the Yokohama Chamber of Commerce of
May, 1894, shows that in 1883 there were 43,700 spindles in Japan; in 1893 there were 600,000.

Mr. Jamieson's statements and conclusions are alike perfectly simple. The competition of the East
has been waked, before its natural hour, perhaps, through the advantages that have been suddenly
given to it by the violent rise in the value of the gold money still paid in the West as wages. The
growth of Oriental industries and the further decay of the already paralyzed manufacturing of the
West can only be simultaneously arrested, according to this very clear and patent reasoning, by
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a square cut in the wages of English and American workmen, which would be accomplished by a
change from the use of gold to the use of silver as a standard.

The silver movement in this country or England has scarcely reached the stage when its advocates
are prepared thus boldly to expose its inevitable result, namely, to cut wages in half.— N. Y. Sun. (
Over. )

CHOOSE YOUR WAGE STANDARD.

As for example in U. S. and England, where necessities and even luxuries are within easy reach.

As for example in Mexico and India, where the workmen must go without the necessities of life.

( Over. )
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